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Abstract—This paper presents the design, implementation,
and evaluation of a new system for on-demand provisioning of
Hadoop clusters across multiple cloud domains. The Hadoop
clusters are created “on-demand” and are composed of virtual
machines from multiple cloud sites linked with bandwidth-
provisioned network pipes. The prototype uses an existing
federated cloud control framework called Open Resource
Control Architecture (ORCA), which orchestrates the leasing
and configuration of virtual infrastructure from multiple au-
tonomous cloud sites and network providers. ORCA enables
computational and network resources from multiple clouds and
network substrates to be aggregated into a single virtual “slice”
of resources, built to order for the needs of the application.

The experiments examine various provisioning alternatives
by evaluating the performance of representative Hadoop bench-
marks and applications on resource topologies with varying
bandwidths. The evaluations examine conditions in which
multi-cloud Hadoop deployments pose significant advantages
or disadvantages during Map/Reduce/Shuffle operations. Fur-
ther, the experiments compare multi-cloud Hadoop deploy-
ments with single-cloud deployments and investigate Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) performance under varying
network configurations.

The results show that networked clouds make cross-cloud
Hadoop deployment feasible with high bandwidth network
links between clouds. As expected, performance for some
benchmarks degrades rapidly with constrained inter-cloud
bandwidth. MapReduce shuffle patterns and certain Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) operations that span the
constrained links are particularly sensitive to network perfor-
mance. Hadoop’s topology-awareness feature can mitigate these
penalties to a modest degree in these hybrid bandwidth scenar-
ios. Additional observations show that contention among co-
located virtual machines is a source of irregular performance
for Hadoop applications on virtual cloud infrastructure.

Keywords-Networked clouds; Multi-cloud Hadoop provision-
ing; Performance analysis of multi-cloud Hadoop/MapReduce

I. INTRODUCTION

Pervasive virtualization at the network edge and within its

core continues to drive the evolution of the IT infrastructure

towards a service-oriented model [1]. We are seeing a move

from static arrangements of resources that persist over long

periods of time to dynamic provisioning systems—such as

cloud infrastructure services—that allow resource sharing

and respond to changing needs. These clouds offer virtual-

ized infrastructure as a unified hosting substrate for diverse

applications. Emerging cloud infrastructure-as-a-service ef-

forts include Amazon EC2, Eucalyptus, Nimbus, and IBM’s

Blue Cloud. Each of these technologies provisions edge

resources dynamically according to need.

Extending cloud hosting to provision network resources

is a crucial step to enable on-demand allocation of complete

networked IT environments. Network substrates increasingly

offer control interfaces that enable dynamic provisioning of

virtualized network resources. Network virtualization mech-

anisms (circuits, wavelengths, etc.) expose virtual network

pipes via control planes such as MPLS, GMPLS, DOE

IDC/OSCARS, NLR’s Sherpa, Internet2’s DRAGON, and

the emerging OGF NSI standards for network control.

The next frontier in this evolution is enabling networked

clouds: virtual pools of heterogeneous resources (compute,

storage, networks, content, scientific instruments etc.) or-

chestrated through a common interface [2], [3]. In our

previous work [4], we have used an alternative meta control

architecture (ORCA) that drives multiple heterogeneous sub-

strates using their native control/management interfaces, and

can create orchestrated arrangements of resources acquired

from multiple independent providers.

At the same time, the rise of Hadoop/MapReduce [5], [6]

has opened another new frontier in cloud computing. The

Hadoop system for data-intensive cluster computing based

on the MapReduce paradigm has been adopted by Yahoo,

Facebook and Amazon, and its use continues to broaden

rapidly. Increasingly, Hadoop instances are configured on

demand from shared infrastructure. Amazon has launched

the Amazon Elastic Cloud [7] service that enables running

Hadoop on EC2 as a separate service. The combination of

Hadoop and Cloud platforms has democratized large-volume

distributed data processing for individual users, developers,

scientists, researchers, and industry.

The goal of this work is show how to enable built-to-

order Hadoop instances on networked clouds, and evaluate

performance issues for Hadoop applications in that setting.

Our premise is that cloud-integrated Hadoop workflows will
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increasingly read and write data repositories co-located with

cloud sites out in the network. The data sets and cloud clus-

ters may be hosted and curated by different organizations.

Rather than staging a repository to the site of a computation,

it is desirable to distribute the computation to match the

placement of the data sources and sinks, as well as the

availability of computing and network resources. Networked

cloud infrastructure services are the key to realizing this

goal, because they make it possible to control the location

of virtually provisioned infrastructure and also to configure

network topologies to link virtual resources on demand.

Hadoop is relatively insensitive to transit latencies but it

requires high bandwidth when operating on large datasets.

The combination of latency tolerance in Hadoop and on-

demand bandwidth allocation in networked clouds makes

it practical and feasible to run Hadoop workflows across

distributed clouds interconnected by high-bandwidth circuit

networks.

This paper takes an initial step by using ORCA to

deploy virtual Hadoop clusters spanning multiple sites on

bandwidth-provisioned virtual LANs, and evaluating their

performance for individual Hadoop jobs. We show how

to assemble private dedicated Hadoop clusters comprising

networks of virtual machines linked by a topology of virtual

network pipes, built-to-order from virtual resources in a net-

worked cloud, and configured automatically to run Hadoop.

This capability requires coordinated provisioning of sets of

resources from multiple cloud and network domains, and

“stitching” them together to provide the user with an isolated

“slice” of configurable capacity and power. It also raises

many challenges in federated authorization and resource

allocation, which we address in the context of the larger

ORCA project but which are outside the scope of this paper.

Instead, this paper focuses on the impact of network prop-

erties within the dynamically provisioned slice on Hadoop

performance. To date there is no comprehensive study

of multi-cloud Hadoop deployments including performance

evaluation of Hadoop distributed applications on provisioned

resource configurations. We address these challenges in this

work and make the following contributions:

• We present new algorithms and mechanisms that allow

Hadoop-based applications to request and provision

Hadoop clusters across multiple cloud domains and

link them via network transit domains satisfying guar-

anteed end-to-end bandwidth. Our “proof-of-concept”

prototype uses an existing control framework called

Open Resource Control Architecture (ORCA) [8], [9],

[10], [11], [12], a candidate control framework for

the NSF/GENI initiative [4], [13]. ORCA orchestrates

leasing and acquisition of heterogeneous resources

from multiple, independent cloud and network resource

providers.

• We use the ORCA-based prototype to evaluate per-

formance of representative Hadoop benchmarks and

applications running in slices with various network

configurations. The test slices are provisioned dynam-

ically from a networked cloud testbed spanning cloud

test sites at RENCI partner universities, linked by the

Breakable Experimental Network (BEN) [14].

• We evaluate the conditions in which multi-cloud

Hadoop deployments pose significant advantages

or disadvantages specifically with regard to

Map/Reduce/Shuffle performance.

• We compare multi-cloud deployments with single-

cloud deployments and investigate Hadoop Dis-

tributed File System (HDFS) performance and Hadoop

topology-awareness [5] under various networking con-

figurations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II de-

scribes our algorithms for embedding Hadoop master-worker

topologies on networked clouds. In section III, we present

details on our prototype implementation of “on-demand”

provisioning of Hadoop clusters on multiple networked

clouds. Section IV presents our evaluation of multi-domain

Hadoop deployments using representative Hadoop applica-

tions and benchmarks and details our experimental results.

Related work is described in section V and section VI

concludes the paper.

II. EMBEDDING TOPOLOGIES FOR HADOOP

APPLICATIONS

The first challenge to provisioning multi-cloud Hadoop

deployments is to enable multi-cloud requests and provide

mechanisms to specify these requests and control their

provisioning and embedding. In our previous work with

the ORCA system, we have implemented request interfaces

for virtual network topologies, brokering mechanisms to

coordinate resource allocation, a stitching architecture to link

allocated VMs and network links into an end-to-end slice,

and mechanisms for image distribution and configuration to

launch a distributed system into the slice. In this work we

have extended the algorithms and used them to embed a

Hadoop master-worker topology request into the networked

cloud.

Previous work presents our solution to the general virtual

topology embedding VTE problem [15] as implemented in

the current ORCA prototype. This section outlines further

extensions to address the Hadoop cluster embedding prob-

lem. The request representation and algorithm are easily

extended to other types of clusters, such as Condor clusters.

A. Virtual Cluster Request Representation

The requests for embedding resource topologies are called

virtual topology (VT) requests, which are expressed using an

extended variant of the Network Description Language. The

VT requests specify virtual edge resources—VMs for the

Hadoop cluster nodes, which may have different resource
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requirements—and a topology to interconnect them. The

requests can be ‘bound’ or ‘unbound’ depending on whether

nodes would belong to specified cloud sites or whether the

system is free to select them.

In a request, the cluster nodes are grouped into node
groups that specify properties for each group of similar

nodes. The following requirements are specified for each

group: (1) VM type and image, (2) number of nodes, and

(3) IP address range and network mask (when a layer-2

VLAN is used, and the controller is free to assign its own

IP addresses), (4) node group dependency, and (5) post-

boot script identifier. In the case of Hadoop clusters, the

request specifies that the worker group has a dependency

on a master group in order to provision the master group

first. The request specifies customized Hadoop-specific post-

boot scripts that are executed on Hadoop nodes after the

VMs are provisioned. This “one-shot” capability allows

the automatic configuration and operation of the cluster

(e.g., master or slave mode, cluster topology awareness, etc.)

after provisioning.

B. Virtual Cluster Embedding and Stitching

VT requests may be partitioned over multiple cloud sites.

We have extended two of ORCA’s key mechanisms in

order to determine if partitioning is necessary and enable

seamless aggregation of distributed resources. The first is

inter-cloud VT Embedding, which runs an efficient heuristic

that integrates an algorithm to partition the unbound virtual

topology and another algorithm to embed the partitioned

topology into the clouds. The partitions mapped to different

cloud sites are linked by network pipes provisioned from

inter-domain substrate. The partition decision is made such

that it optimizes a load balance cost function based on

the available resources from each cloud site. Specifically,

ORCA first computes if the partition of the cluster is needed

for a given virtual cluster request. A k-partition solution is

obtained by iterating over the possible partition solutions.

The second feature is resource “Stitching” from multiple

providers, where we have developed a coordinated stitching
framework to configure the requested virtual system after

the resource computation (path computation or embedding)

is complete. The framework starts by building a directed

dependency graph that reflects the sequence of provisioning

the different pieces (slivers) from different providers and the

parameters that a sliver needs from its predecessors before its

configuration can be completed. More details can be found

in [4].

III. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented on-demand provisioning and deployment

of a Hadoop cluster on networked clouds using ORCA.

ORCA has been deployed in an infrastructure testbed with

multiple transit networks and Eucalyptus cloud clusters.

ORCA uses a resource lease contract abstraction: resource

providers advertise or delegate their resources to broker

intermediaries, and users request resources from the brokers.

We have implemented the embedding and stitching al-

gorithms described in section II as policy modules within

ORCA. Based on a user’s request for a Hadoop master-

worker topology of a particular size with bandwidth con-

straints, the algorithm selects a good partitioning of resource

requests between multiple providers (transit and cloud) and

determines the ordering and details of requests to those

providers to assemble the end-to-end topology. Using ex-

isting ORCA mechanisms, VMs for Hadoop master and

workers are instantiated across cloud sites and are linked

together via bandwidth-provisioned VLAN circuits.

For deploying cloud sites, we have used Eucalyptus [16]

– an open-source cloud software, which mimics the behavior

of Amazon EC2[17]. In order to provision virtual networks

within a cloud site, we have developed NEuca [13], a

Eucalyptus extension that allows guest VM configurations

to enable virtual topology embedding within a cloud site.

NEuca also allows VMs to execute custom scripts that are

passed through topology requests at boot time, which are

not built into the VM image being instantiated. We use this

feature to start the Hadoop daemons on the instantiated VMs

at boot time.

We have heavily modified a set of scripts that ship with the

Hadoop source code and are placed in contrib/ec2. We have

created a Eucalyptus image containing Hadoop software and

these scripts are built into that virtual machine image. The

scripts generate the Hadoop configuration files dynamically

based on the IP address of the Hadoop master before

starting the Hadoop daemons. With the help of NEuca, these

scripts are automatically launched at virtual machine boot

time. The “topology-awareness” information is also passed

through the NEuca scripts and is picked up by the Hadoop

master daemons. When Hadoop workers boot up, they can

communicate with and send heartbeats to the Hadoop master

using the ‘data-plane’ network.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present our evaluation of on-demand,

multi-cloud, networked Hadoop cluster deployments using

several Hadoop benchmarks and applications. We experi-

ment with various topologies based on provisioned band-

widths between and within the clouds and study the effect

of these on the performance of Hadoop-based applications

and benchmarks.

A. Experimental Design

Our experimental infrastructure consists of two Eucalyp-

tus [16] cloud sites, one located at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill - “UNC Cloud”, and another located

at the Renaissance Computing Institute at Chapel Hill -

“RENCI Cloud”. Multiple blades in each Eucalyptus cloud

are tied together with switches, which are connected to
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the BEN (Breakable Experimental Network) [14] testbed, a

metro-scale dark fiber facility. ORCA uses native TL1 and

CLI interfaces of the network elements in BEN to create

appropriate crossconnects or circuits to support the multi-

layered topologies needed to create bandwidth provisioned

layer 2 VLAN connections across BEN.

We used the ORCA control framework to request, provi-

sion and instantiate different resource configurations (slices)

with varying inter- and intra-cloud network bandwidths and

distribution of VM counts. We used three levels of band-

widths (BW) to be provisioned in our requests - 10Mbits/sec

(“Low Bandwidth”), 100Mbits/sec (“Medium Bandwidth”),

and 1000Mbits/sec (“High Bandwidth”). For each experi-

ment, we requested to set up a Hadoop cluster of size 8 (1

Hadoop master and 7 Hadoop workers). For the “Multi-site

Cloud” case, the splitting between the two cloud sites and

mapping of Hadoop master and slaves to the Cloud sites

were determined by the topology embedding algorithm. In

the Multi-site cloud case, based on the available resources at

the two cloud sites, 5 VMs were instantiated at the RENCI

Cloud and 3 VMs were instantiated at the UNC cloud. We

experimented with 9 scenarios, as described in Table I.

Table I
EXPERIMENT SCENARIOS

Cloud Type Intra-Cloud Inter-Cloud Topology
Bandwidth Bandwidth awareness

Multi-Cloud High BW 1000 Mb/s 1000 Mb/s Y
Multi-Cloud Med. BW 100 Mb/s 100 Mb/s Y
Multi-Cloud Low BW 10 Mb/s 10 Mb/s Y
Multi-Cloud Hybrid BW 100 Mb/s 10 Mb/s Y
Multi-Cloud Hybrid BW 100 Mb/s 10 Mb/s N
RENCI-Cloud High BW 1000 Mb/s N/A N/A
RENCI-Cloud Med. BW 100 Mb/s N/A N/A
UNC-Cloud High BW 1000 Mb/s N/A N/A
UNC-Cloud Med. BW 100 Mb/s N/A N/A

B. Hadoop Benchmarks and Applications

We used the following benchmarks and applications for

our experiments.

1) Hadoop Sort: The Hadoop Sort benchmark is useful

to test a Hadoop deployment. It is also useful to evaluate

network and HDFS performance because the entire data-set

goes through the shuffle stage, which exercises the network

between the slaves, and the sort result, which produces the

same amount of data, is pushed to HDFS in the reduce

step. Performance of writes to HDFS also depends on the

network characteristics because block replicas are written

on other “DataNodes” and need to be transferred from other

“DataNodes”. The map outputs are written to the disk on the

machine doing the map and the entire data-set is written in

the shuffle step onto the machines doing reduce. So, twice

the amount of data-set is potentially written to the disk when

we have a sufficiently large data-set. In our experiments

we observe that the entire data-set is ‘spilled’ to the disk

both on the map and reduce sides. This means that the Sort

benchmark also warrants reasonable disk performance. We

ran the Sort benchmark for different sizes of input data-sets

starting from 128MB up to 2048MB on all the resource

configuration scenarios described above.

2) TestDFSIO: We experimented with the TestDFSIO

benchmark, which is used to test HDFS I/O performance. It

takes as input the number and size of files to be pushed to

HDFS. For each file, the benchmark runs a map task that

writes a file of the given size into HDFS. The writes by the

different map tasks happen in parallel. As above, the per-

formance of the TestDFSIO benchmark also depends on the

network characteristics. We ran the TestDFSIO benchmark

with 10 files of varying sizes (10MB to 2500MB total).

3) NCBI BLAST: We also experimented with a Hadoop-

based scientific application called Hadoop-BLAST [18] ob-

tained from NCBI and Indiana University. This application

runs the ‘blastx’ application from the BLAST suite [19].

It is a purely compute intensive application. We varied the

number of input files from 7 to 56 in steps of 7. One map

task is executed for each input file and the result is written

to HDFS. There is no reduce step.

C. Experimental Results

1) Multi-Cloud Scenarios: Hadoop Sort: Figure 1 shows

the results from running the Hadoop Sort benchmark on

a Hadoop cluster provisioned on a Multi-site Cloud with

5 VMs provisioned at the RENCI Cloud, which includes

the Hadoop master, and 3 VMs provisioned at the UNC

Cloud. The x-axis denotes the sort data size and the overall

execution time is presented on the y-axis. The execution time

does not include the time to write the input data into HDFS,

which was done by a separate MapReduce job before sorting

begins. For each sort data size, we show the execution times

for different bandwidth scenarios - High BW between all

the VMs, Medium BW between all the VMs, Medium BW

between VMs in the same cloud & Low BW between the

clouds (Hybrid BW) - with and without topology awareness,

and Low BW between all the VMs.

The results show that the Hadoop Sort benchmark is

extremely sensitive to network bandwidth. High to medium

bandwidth between all nodes in a Hadoop cluster is essential

for reasonable performance of Hadoop Sort. The Hybrid

BW cases roughly mimic the case if one tries to run a

multi-cloud Hadoop cluster using the commodity internet

as the network between the clouds. We observe that there

is loss of performance by at least a factor of 4 when

we go from uniform Medium BW to Hybrid BW. The

results indicate that when different clouds are connected

through bandwidth provisioned high speed network pipes,

deployment of a Hadoop cluster across clouds becomes

feasible. This capability enables leveraging excess capacity

from other connected clouds. Comparing the execution times

between the topology-aware and topology-unaware cases in
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Figure 1. Multi-site Cloud with different provisioned bandwidths (Sort)

the Hybrid BW scenario, we observe that toplogy-awareness

in Hadoop gives a performance boost of about 11-17%,

which implies that this feature should be used whenever

there are multiple racks or data-centers in a Hadoop deploy-

ment.
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Figure 2. Reduce/Shuffle/Map average task times for different bandwidth
scenarios: 2GB input

We wanted to investigate why the Hadoop Sort benchmark

performs poorly in bandwidth starved scenarios. In figure 2,

we plot the average execution time of map, shuffle and

reduce tasks in a Sort job (with 2GB input sets) across

different bandwidth scenarios ranging from multi-cloud Low

Bandwidth to single-cloud High Bandwidth.

We observe that for poor bandwidth scenarios, the reduce

and shuffle tasks take a long time and contribute to the

overall poor performance of Hadoop Sort. We observe that

the average execution time of the map tasks is insensitive to

provisioned bandwidth because map tasks operate on local

data. However, since the shuffle step involves moving the

entire data set between the Hadoop DataNodes/slaves using

the network, it is sensitive to the network bandwidth. Also,

the reduce step involves writing the entire sorted data-set to

HDFS, which again exercises the network. The reduce step

takes even longer because multiple block replicas traverse

the network.

2) Comparison between single- and multi-cloud scenar-
ios: Sort, TestDFSIO: Figure 3 shows the results of perfor-

mance comparison between Hadoop deployments on single-

site cloud and multi-site cloud for the Sort application. The

left graph represents the High bandwidth scenario and the

right graph denotes the Medium bandwidth scenario.

Our first observation is that the performance of Sort on

multi-cloud deployments with Medium/High bandwidth is

comparable to that on single-site cloud deployments. In

most cases, the performance of the multi-site cloud case

is between the performance of ”UNC Cloud” and ”RENCI

Cloud”.

For the High bandwidth case, we see an anomaly where

the performance of Sort on the RENCI Cloud degrades

greatly at and beyond 1024MB sort data size. To explain

that, we need to take a look at the High bandwidth case for

the TestDFSIO benchmark results in figure 4. We observe

from the TestDFSIO results that for total file sizes beyond

1000MB, there is considerable performance degradation for

the RENCI Cloud. We know that in the reduce phase for the

Sort benchmark, there are multiple reduce tasks writing data

into HDFS, which is similar to parallel writes by different

map tasks for the TestDFSIO benchmark. So, poor Sort

performance on the RENCI cloud in the High bandwidth

case is a result of poor HDFS write performance. But, why

don’t we see similar degradation for the UNC Cloud? The

explanation lies in the fact that the backend worker nodes in

the RENCI Cloud (on which the VMs are instantiated) are

two multi-core machines (one with 8 cores and other with 4

cores) while the backend worker nodes in the UNC Cloud

are 8 single core nodes. Although with faster processor and

more memory, the RENCI worker multi-core nodes suffer

from severe resource contention, in this case I/O contention,

and thrashing of I/O buffers because the simultaneous writes

from the VMs on multiple cores and block replica writes

from VMs on another node are multiplexed on a single

host OS for each node. The UNC Cloud doesn’t have the

multi-core resource contention problem, but in general, the

performance is sluggish because of older CPU and slower

disk.

If we observe the performance of the TestDFSIO bench-

mark for the Medium bandwidth case in figure 4, we notice

that there is no performance anomaly on the RENCI Cloud.

This is because the I/O contention bottleneck is not triggered

in the medium bandwidth case because block replica writes

are not arriving fast enough from the VMs in the other

node. So, there exists a complex set of factors existing
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Figure 3. Hadoop Sort Benchmark: High and Medium Bandwidth
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Figure 4. TestDFSIO (write): High and Medium Bandwidth

simultaneously, which would trigger I/O contention and poor

HDFS I/O performance on clouds built from multi-core

nodes - (a) large number of VMs simultaneously doing

HDFS writes on a multi-core blade, and (b) high bandwidth

between VMs participating in HDFS block replica writes. If

either of the factors are absent, we won’t observe degraded

performance. We never observe anomalous performance for

the Multi-site cloud case because we don’t have enough

number of VMs simultaneously performing HDFS writes

on a multi-core blade at the RENCI cloud. With five VMs

distributed between two backend nodes, it is not enough to

trigger the contention.

Coming back to the Sort benchmark, in the Medium

bandwidth case in figure 3, we observe expected perfor-

mance up to sort data size of 1024MB, with RENCI cloud

outperforming the UNC Cloud and the Multi-site Cloud

performance lying between the two. However, we see a jump

in execution time for the RENCI Cloud at the 2048MB data

size. We know from figure 4 that for Medium bandwidth,

performance degradation doesn’t manifest for the RENCI

Cloud. So, we know that the execution time does not

increase due to I/O contention. We believe that this anomaly

happens because of memory bandwidth contention due the

memory-intensive merge operations in the reduce phase (we

verified that reduce phase took longer), with several VMs

simultaneously accessing the memory on the same multi-

core node saturating the memory bandwidth.

From the results of the Sort and TestDFSIO benchmarks,

we can infer that resource contention is a serious issue to

consider when deploying clouds on multi-core blades and

smart decisions need to be made in deciding the maximum

number of VMs to be instantiated on a single blade. For the

Sort application, we hit the multi-core I/O bottleneck at high

bandwidth and we hit the multi-core memory bandwidth
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bottleneck at Medium bandwidth.
3) Single- and multi-cloud scenarios: BLAST: In fig-

ure 5, we show the results of running the Hadoop-BLAST

application on single- and multi-site clouds for the high

bandwidth case. The results of all other bandwidth scenarios

are exactly similar to the one presented in this figure.
This application is purely computational and has very

minimal I/O. It also does only maps. So, it rarely stresses the

network and hence it is insensitive to network characteristics

between the Hadoop slaves. We observe expected perfor-

mance with increasing number of input files. The multi-

site cloud performance lies between that of UNC Cloud

and RENCI cloud because the RENCI cloud is about 2.5

to 3 times faster computationally than the UNC cloud for

running “blastx” and the multi-site cloud case uses 4 VMs

from RENCI Cloud and 3 VMs from UNC Cloud.
So, we can conclude that if the workload is purely

computational and if time required to write the input data

set to HDFS is insignificant when compared to the total

execution time for the application, multi-site cloud can

be leveraged for excess capacity even when there is poor

network connectivity between and inside the clouds.
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Figure 5. NCBI BLAST Application Execution Times

V. RELATED WORK

There has been considerable work on provisioning and

running Hadoop/MapReduce computations on public clouds

like the Amazon EC2. White [20], a prominent Apache

Hadoop developer, describes his work on running Hadoop

MapReduce on Amazon EC2. Amazon has recently released

a new service called the Amazon Elastic MapReduce [7]

service, which allows users to request Hadoop clusters of

various sizes to run MapReduce computations on Amazon

EC2. Several researchers [21], [22] have worked on Hadoop

provisioning for optimizing MapReduce performance in the

cloud. All the above research have been done in the context

of clouds belonging to a single domain.

Hadoop On Demand (HOD) [23], another Apache initia-

tive, is used to provision private MapReduce clusters over a

large physical cluster using batch queue systems like Torque.

HOD lets users share a common filesystem (running on all

nodes) while owning private MapReduce clusters on their

allocated nodes. Other researchers [24] have extended and

improved provisioning of Hadoop clusters on traditional

HPC resources.

Several researchers [25] have investigated the perfor-

mance of HDFS to determine its scalability and limita-

tions. There are several pieces of existing work [26] on

performance evaluations of I/O virtualization bottlenecks for

clouds and evaluating MapReduce performance on virtual-

ized infrastructure, which support our findings in section IV.

There is also considerable work on addressing resource

contention and improving I/O performance [27] for multi-

core processors.

Most recent cloud infrastructure-as-a-service provisioning

systems have focused on virtualized compute and storage

systems within a datacenter or interconnected via public

Internet. There is also some recent work [28] on inter-

datacenter network traffic characterization. However, the net-

work is either best-effort Internet or shared private network.

To ensure deterministic and predictable network perfor-

mance, using on-demand dynamic circuit (virtual network)

to connect specific substrate types, like Grids, has attracted

a good amount of efforts in the past decade [2], [3].

VI. CONCLUSION

We have described our approach to provisioning multi-

cloud Hadoop clusters on networked cloud platforms, which

allows Hadoop-based distributed applications to run on

several clouds. We implemented the algorithms using the

ORCA control framework that provides the capability for

leasing and acquiring heterogeneous resources from multi-

ple, independent cloud and network resource providers. We

have described our experiments with multi-cloud Hadoop

clusters using representative benchmarks and applications.

We have presented a thorough evaluation of performance of

these benchmarks on multi-cloud Hadoop clusters connected

via network links with varying bandwidth. We have shown

that multi-cloud Hadoop deployment is feasible when the

inter- and intra-cloud bandwidth are high. There is sub-

stantial performance degradation at low bandwidths because

of poor performance of shuffle and reduce steps. We have

also shown that HDFS performance is sensitive to network

bandwidth characteristics and Hadoop’s topology awareness

feature is useful to mitigate bandwidth differences. We also

observed that resource contention plays a major role in

determining performance when there are co-located virtual

machines on a single node.
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